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This thesis endeavors to express the behavior of
eloctrical flashtu)3es in an aiial'/tlcal jnanner and to evalu-
ate the relative Irriportance of operation parameters.
Procednre :
The tech.niq\TCs of procedure were all c. ire c ted tc.vard
a correlated acniy^iulatlon of slr;;nlfleant data. The pri-
mary variables studied were voltage, capacitance, flash-
tube len^'th, and flashtube diameter. Fi'-^ure V throi.ir;^i X
indicate the raethod of procuring and coordlnatinr data,
Pif'^ires XI throuf^li XVII show the means by which data was
analyzed.
Results ;
yi/ithin the present practical area of flashtube oper-
ation, the following empirical expressions wore derived:
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T'lc prinary conclusior- is t!tat t];e doi'ived eJKpi'cssiorJS
:;'oi- riushliibo opei'aT,loi: approxi.'iate acLi^al operaulo:. with
an error trial selcio: i e::coeds five perconLo The c:\.pi"C3s!. ors
t^;oreiorG serve as a Tji^Oi-iisija.. j-icans ivl'ici. flasaliii.e
opera tioi;. can be dofJi^ed a?-; Dredlciec wit^'in the 11- lU;
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Re cor:/ crido tioii^ :
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The electrical flaahtube is a device wliich con-
verts electrical energy'" into lir,ht enertiT". This con-
version is not complete, but a large portion of the
electrical energy is convGrtcd into heat, sound, and
mechanical force. In fact, an electrical input of 120
watt sac, and a lic^it output of 4800 Ivmien soc. would not
be uncomnion. The ratio, luinens per watt, is called the
efficiency, and an efficiency of 40 is a r.ood operating
value for most applications. The duration of trie flash
is of the order of several hundred micro-seconds.
In order to obtain these characteristics, a capaci-
tor placed in parallel with the flashtube is used as the
electrical storage eler.ient. It is ctiar^^ed to a certain
value of voltage and subsequently discharged through the
flaahtube. This process can be repeated indefinitely with-
in practical limits. A flashtube is siniply a glass or
quartz tube filled with, gas and incorporating two eloctroces,
one at each oxtremity. The gas can be one of several;
argon, hydrogen. Xenon, and krypton are typical, although
Xenon finds the most general application. Flaslitubes
are constructed in raany shapes. Several straight and
curved tubes have been developed, although it has been
found tliat such shapes as the helix or spiral give a
more concentrated light source. The lengths of tubes,
whatever their ultimate forrns, are great conperod with

4their diameters.
As might be surmised applications of flashtu-bes are
diverse. The various factors whlcli deteriilne application
are tube efficiency, spectral distribution of lij-^ht output,
flash duration, size and type of power supply, r- gf^edness
of unit, ability to repeat flashes at given intervals of
time, and number of flashes obtainable durinn; tube life.
In a given application it is impossible to obtain the best
of all factors. Many factors may be eiitirely uninportant
in coraparison with one salient cliaracteristic which may be
essential to a given application.
Specific examples of the application of flashtubes
are aerial night photori^aphy, stroboscopic pliotop;rQphy,
landing approach linhts for airfields and aircraft carriers,
and electric circuit triggering with photocells as detectors
Proper design of flashti^bes then is important, and
it should be as precise as possible. At the present time,
flashtubes are designed through knowledge of past perform-
ance of flashtubes of known characteristics, v^uantitative
relationships do not at present exist amon^r the various
physical parameters such as tub© lenftth, tube diameter,
voltage, capacitance, type of gas, gas pressure, efficiency,
spectral distribution, and flash duration. Design is con-
ducted solely on an Empirical basis.
This thesis attenipts to accomplish two objectives.

5Ono is to find, throuc'h experimental data, sorie funda-
mental relationships which exist aiTioni.; specified paraneters .
The 5;eGond objective is to write an empirical expression
v/lilch can he used to predict tube behavior under ^specified
conditions. The nianbcr of variables are strictly llialted
In order to place the thesis within practical bounds. Tr^Q
limitations will be clearly stated in subsequent sections.
Specifically, the variable paraiaeters are tube len^'-tli, in-
side diar.ieter, volta^^o, capacitance, and efficiency. Tlie
flashtubes used are straight. A total of three sets were
constructed of i^lass, all of which contain Xenon at a pres-
sure of IS contiraeters of nercury. The dinennions of the
tubes are as indicated in Table I. A photograph of set no.
3.4 is included as Firure I, comparing tubes v/itliin this set
and indicating their form and size relative to a standard
coniinercial flashtube, FT-214^ which is manufactured by the
General Electric Cor-ipany, Table II shows the basic symbols





















































fj - Tube efficiency expressed in lur.ens per watt
D - Tube inside diameter expressed in inc'-ies,
L - Tube lerigtii between electrodes exproased in
inc' -'-.. 8 •
C - Capacitance in micro-farads.
V - Voltage in volts,







Method Used in Obialninp. Data ;
In a discussion of methods of obtaining data it Is
necessary to state the limits within which the experimental
work is conducted. The quantities to be evaluated were
lir;ht output and olectrical power input, Measurernont of
lifjht flux presented the greatest problem. A General Radio
Integrating Lir^htmeter, Type 1501-A, Serial #115 was used
to measure liclit flux, tli© final result being light flux
in lumen seconds. The llghtraeter and its use are discussed
completely in Appendix Al .
The detecting device in the llgtitoeter is a photo-
cell the surface of which is most sensitive to wave lengths
in the blue region of the spectrum. T}ie light output of the
flashtube occurred toward the blue region of the visible
spectrum. There was. good correlation between the output
and the detecting device in this regard. However, it is
possible that tlie li^'^ht pulse tended to shift alonp, the
frequency spoctrtim as the energy level changed. It is also
-possible that the photocell became saturated before the
peak intensity of the light pulse was reached. This pos-
sibility is illustrated by Fit^ure II.
This means that a portion of the light output would
not be detected. Photographs of the light pulse wore made,
and it was found that the peak intensity fell within the
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rarit^r.e of the pliotocoll. This then was not q serious limita-
tion.
The light meter was not capable of meGSurint-: total
llrl.t output from the flashtuVje, This could l-iavo been
acooriplished only by the use of an integrating sphere. The
lightrrieter was actually used to measure horizontal candle
power. If the flashtube were considered a point source with
uniform light output, the conversion factor from horizontal
candle power to li;im©n seconds would be 4 Tr . The distance
between 11 ':ht source and detecting device in this work was
kept groat enougii so that the flashtube approximated a point
source. The distribution of light output was not uniform
because of end effects at the electrodes of the flashtube.
For this reason a conversion factor of 10 vvas used instead
of 4 TT , This fe a reasonable assuir.ption; moreover, relative
effects were desired T",oro than absolute quantities. Since
the factor was applied uniformly, the results of the work
are not jeopardized.
It was impossible to obtain absolute values of light
output. Af.ain the relative effects v/ere of prime importance.
The vital problem v/as to be able to repeat readings from a
known standard, the standard being General Electric *s PT-214.
The lirht neter was calibrated to the standard lamp
whicli is displayed in Pij3;ure I. All data therefore can be




then that all subsequent development is based on this
standard and not on absolute quantities.
The final limitation of possible significance is the
residual voltage that remains on the capacitor after it
hes discharged through the flashtube. It may amount to as
much as 100 to 200 volts. HoY/ever, it was impossible to
measure this voltage because of the characteristics of the
voltmeter and because of the recharging of the capacitor
immediately after its discharge. The residual volts ::e was
necessarily neglected during the experimental work. It
appears as a limitation for all of the data. However, it
Is felt that the effect of residual voltage is relatively
unimportant.
In order to restrict the field of experimentation
within practical limits. Xenon was used exclusively as the
tube gas. Furthermore, the pressure of the gas was held at
15 centimeters of Mercury in all flashtubes. Tubes were
all constructed of glass tubing, the inside diameter of which
was kept as uniform as possible in manufacture and measured
to the nearest tenth of a millimeter. Details of tube manu-
facture are included in Appendix A3.
In order to obtain the essential quantities for this
thesis it was necessary to measure accurately light output,
voltage and capacitance. Techniques of measurement were
developed so that all errors in measurement were reduced to
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Computations for these values are found in appendix B .
These ideas did not lead directly to the solution as indica-
ted in this thesis* However, the intermediate work is
considered important enough to be included as part of this
investigation. Consequently, Appendix .n4 contains this
preliminary work and an attempt is made to show its pos-
sible value.
Data Vv-as accumulated in the form of an efficiency
curve, n versus V, for each tube with its capacitance as
listed in Table III. A family of efficiency curves for
each tube set v;as plotted for analysis. These curves are
illustrated in Figures V to X. It should be emphasized at
this point that the efficiency curves within a family are
related to each other by the equation
LC = Constant (1)
The portions of the efficiency curves illustrated are con-
sidered to be the useful portions for practical v/ork. They
are bounded on the low voltage side by a region where the
voltage is not sufficient to cause the capacitor to dis-
charge through the flashtube. The high voltage boundary
is established at a voltage beyond which the tube is likely
to be damaged.
From these families of efficiency curves, another
family of curves was plotted which was a representation of
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equation (3) and solving for k^. This calculation is made
^^ ^'--PP'^n^-Jy B » The same procedure was used in attecfipting
to determine the intercept b. ['experimental values of b
v/ere plotted aii a function of efficiency Vvith yCL as the
parameter. The results are illustrated in Figure XVII.
Th(^ form of the curves rendered analytical analysis im-
practicable. An approximate form for b was devised, and
it also is illustrated in Fi,:^ure XVII . The derivation of
this form for b may be found in /ippendix B .
In order to study results, various values for vCL
were used. The variable here, of course, is Capacitance
which served to vary the energy level at v^tiich a tube set























3.4 - 2 2.07
3.4 - 3 3.09
3.4 - 4 4.11
3.4 - 5 5.04
3,4 - 6 5.06
3.4 - 7 7.11
4.8 - 3 3.07
4.8 - 4 4.06
4.8 - 5 5.09
4.8 - 6 6.20



























Tube Number Length Capacitance (mlcro-feradg)
( inches ) Calculated Used
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The results obtained in tl'.is worl: are oT a dual
nature. Analytical expressions 'nave been obtalnea w:dcli
define flashtube behavior v/ithin the e ntabliSiiod limits
of the thesis. The expressions appear to fihow a inaxi-
inun error from oxperinental results of about five percent,
The second fom of results is in the nature of
observed phcnoinena. Tliese phenomena v^ill be stated and
an explanation will be at! erupted where possible in the
Discussion of Results .
The empirical formulae derived fron experimental
data are;





Equations (4) and (5) are extensions of equation (2)
with m and b defined. It was iripossible to approximate
b hj a single expression. Consequently, tv/o straip'ht line
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approxlniationa were used. The transition point between
the two reriona is indicated b- equation (G) from the
simnltaneous solution of tb.e intercept expressions in
equations (4) and (5).
ThiG efficiency versvs volta^'c curves, for a single
tube with capacitance as a para'^ieter, possessed character-
istic aliapes. A 5!lngle curve is rour^hly parabolic in shape.
It rises to a maxinum efficiency and then descends as volt-
a';;"e is increased. The ascendlnc' &nd descendin': portions
appear to be rou'-hly a^'n^etrical in the vicinity of naxi-
nun efficiency about a constant voltage line t}:rouy,h the
nnximun efficiency" point; or where.
As capacitance is increased, the maximum efficiency
increases but not in a linear manner v/ith capacitance.
The maxinuri efficiency occurs at lower voltaf^es as capaci-
tance is Increased and the sloped, c/'9 /c7 v and -C//^ /d 1/
,
increase in tlie directions indicated. It is this rerrularity
in behavior that encourages analysis. For a pictorial
representation of a fanily of efficiency curves for a sinr;le
tube see reference (1) in Appendix C .
The most important aspect of flashtube behavior is the
amount of enor^r^'' tJiat can bo converted to ll^ht in the
flashtube without dariaf^e to tlie tube upon repetitive flashinr.
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Damage Is manifested by an extrcriely minute c'.eckorwork
of cracks in the f^lass tube. This ia called "crazinr".
It was observed tliat craf.tn'- first be;*in3 as a circular
crack v/liose plane is perpendicular to the Ion- axis of V .e
tube, TnesG rinns bef;in near tlie tip of t;:e electrode,
and as crazin.^; increases, the craclvs spread towarc tiie
center of the tube. As crazinr becomes no re severe, tl.e
circular pattern is lost. At no tine was crazin - observed
to occur behind the electrode regardless of tjie severit- of
crazlnf^. Furthermore, crazinr* did not affect the operation
of the tube in any ma .ner TC.-:atsoevor until it had progressed
to such a degree that the ^-lass v/as no longer transparent.
At this point the efficiency dropped, presumably because
of the filtering; effect of the crazed r^lass, -everely
crazed tubes were re-flashicd after several weeks of in-
activity, and it was discovered that cf:'^iciency was not
rodnced. Tlils indicates that the cracks v/ere not rreat
enourh to allov/ conta^^lnation from outside air. A prepon-
derance of experimental evidence indicated triat crazin::
does not occur until after tlie peak of tk.e ef:''iciency curve
is readied. Table IV lists the various quantities involved
at tiie point v/here crazinc was first observed. This table
is included to give the reader an idea of relative r.iaj-




An atto'ipt \.as nace' to observe effects of
-as -^^ : -
ta.iination. It v/gs l:-.posnlMe to ev£.luate t'lis ef£oc-<.
except Ir; a va /iJe and i".ulroct na::ner, r''ior'o aT.r)car to
be rou-:.!; t^iree ccf^rces of ^^anta: .ir.atlon. ./'-.e >'ost
sevei-'c case of cor:t;i,"Vi r.a t * or. c^c.u's v;' .en a ti.Vc actually
Operate. -4 lens sovci.'^c '^anc occnrc .. c. ." <; ao -S co.i~
tarilnatcd to a point .v^ one dim::-.;lt;' It. cnpci'le; cod in
cans in tne t; be to fire, Tbo least scvurc case oH^ con-
ta..lnaLloi: o:;curs In all flasntn';es, an.^ It is ncrcly t' :C
res';lt of libera In;^ entrapped ii:ipnrlti(; a fron Irmer lass
walls aii^. electrodes. T-\ls, of ^onrse, is a '''\--c^'^- Df
t" e excellence of Lbe cvn".'ii.'" process. T'le reason tbat
tnls :-encral classification can be j.ade 1:; v:nat contiir inatioi'
can be observed in all cases b; excitla- t! e -as in t'\e
tvbe. in fne case o? conplete conta^-ilnatior it is i;.-ipos-
slblo to ob>tain a cortinuoi-s -low between electrodes \f'.c
^'f Ic'e^s concernlnf cra?;ln,f^ are based also i;po.. .lata
obtained in preparation for -' ' t' csis. fhe flasbtn'res
i:..vonti '.ated v/os'c of tbc r:ane constn;ction as tbosc Ir.-
vesti -atCv^ in tlie tbesis oroper.
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the r^aaf.s excited. In the other two cases conta^:.ina 1 lors
la observed by a C'veracter Ir. tic nroeniali -rlow associated
v/ith ox3"^,en. ?h.o difference between the tv/o cases is
only a .-.latter of thv ariount of ^;;r'oonlsh ylovv. xhc sl^Tii-
ficant facts associated witj: contaiiiina tlor. arc revealed
in tube operation. Operation Ir. Inpossiblc v/iien con-
ta:iination Is complete. If t'ne ylow is c. r^tiniious betv/con
electi*oiies, but preJoMlnantly .3reenji tiio t^^be car: be oper-
ated. Ill spite of flrlnf^ difficulty tiiere appears to be
no differences in ope^'atlon between a tube wltii this de-
:^ree of contamination arid a tube with little or no contamin-
ation, A tube oxliib'l tin- contarilnatlon associated with t}ie
third class fires v/ell at low volta^-^e and operates con-
sistently at all ener:";," levels. The only slfjiifIcaiice that
contariina tlon lias for ills case is i ha t it is detectable.
An unusual circumstance was noted which r-ay possess
sone sl;-nlfIcanco for an exporinenter uore nstvte t'.ar.
t;ie aiithors. Innediately after punpinr and curinr a flash-
tube, the '-as was excited. Tne ciiaracterlstl c bluish :_'^low
of Xenon pemeatod the entire tube with a soriowViat nor©
intonse -low ir: the line between electrodes. After 'he
tube was flashed apy-rojclr*ately fifty tines, the ;;a3 was a^:ain
e;<:cited. It was found that i/ae ^^low was all concentrated
in tlie line between electrodes, ana never a-'aln durlny t}ie
tube life did the all pervasive :^low appear.
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- A final observation v/nicli nay V.e associated with
p:as contamination v/as iiade w'lild takin~; readinfs of li^lit out-
put. Vslion repetitive flash,er were made with identical
capacitance and voltar^e on one tube, the first flash would
very often indicate an increased li-:ht output over the series
of four or five supposedly identical flashes. This occurred
riost often when the tube had not been in operation for lonj-;,












3.4 - 4 IGOO C7,7
5-4, - 5 2500 67.2
3.4 - 7 2800 115.0
4.B - 3 1200 99.8
4.8 - 4 1550 101.9
4.0 - 5 1900 118.9
5.5 - 3 1150 119.1
5.5 - 4 1300 116.3
5.5 - C 2350 242.5
^'Location on Efficiency











» "After" or "before" must be defined as slirbtly after
or sli.'-Iitlv before, that Is, at a value of efficiency very




DI':a' :.xui^ OF RIiiSULTS
Sufficient disci^.asion has been riven to toclmiqucs of
asaenblinf.' data in other parts of the thesis ro that a clls-
ciissioji of results could very v/ell berin with a realization
that m.easureraent errors liave been mininized. Data obtained
for the efficiency curves of Fi"iires V throu{;^h X was reason-
ably consistent. Data could be repeated, and poor data
could be detected by various means. Tlie authors, there-
fore, are confident Ox t].e reliability of data with certain
exceptions wh.ich will presently be discussed.
The selection of a constant CL, capacitance in micro-
farads and lengtli In inc' es, for relating data amonn tubes
of a ^^iven diameter was a hap;->y coincidence. It is def-
Initely an outf-rowth of the orifrinal concepts involving
proportionality between Voltaj^e and length and proportion-
ality between input energy and tube volume. These concepts
are covered in nore detail in Appendix A4 . The selection
of tliO capacitance ran.^'e was somewhat arbitrary, although
the selection was tempered by previous experience with
similar tubes. The value of C = 103.56 nicro-farads for
tube 5,4-2 was used as a basis for conputinc^ all otlier cap-
acitances.
An inspection of the efficiency c\irves of Fi[nires V
through X shows a regularity of performance arnonr flash-
tubes of one diameter, but varying length, where CL is
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maintained constant. :'\is regularity lends itself read-
ily to analysis. It }ias been stated tliat a fanlly of
efficiency curves for one tube rjiiows specific character-
istics where capacitance is varied. iiihere tube lenrtli is
also varied in a set of tubes of one diameter, and capaci-
tance is varied inversely with length, tb.o shorter tubes
with higher capacitance reach their maxima at lower volt-
ages. Their ascondinf and descending, slopes are greater.
This behavior conforms to that of a sinr-le tube efficien.cY
fanily. One important difference may be noticed when the
single tube efficiency family is extended to include sev-
eral tubes of varyin{3 length. As capacitance Is increased
and Icnfjth consequently reduced, the roaxiriun efficiency
point ic lowered. For a sinp;le tube efficiency fai-riily an
increase in capacitance brink's with it an increase in
the naxij^iurn efficiency, Fron the curves of the 3,4 set
displayed in Flroiros V and VI it can be concluded that
as length increases, the maximum attainable efficiency in-
creases. The maximum efficiency must occur at a hif-her
voltage, however, in the case of tlie lonp:.er tubes. It
appears fror. these two Fif^ures that the increase in value
of the naxinu^ efficiency with Increase of lenp^th tends
to decrease. Figure VI represents identically Vne condi-
tions of Fipire V except that the capacitance range has
been doubled. The rr'.nxima ;iave all been increased over thos«
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of Pi cure V. Moreover, t}ie Increase in naxlma with In-
crease in len(r:th is ;nore pronounced at t}iis hlglier capaci-
tance ran,;'e. In this inspection of the 3.4 set t)ie data
for tlie six inch tube nust generally be used with dis-
cretion. It occupies a relative position which indicates
tliat its capav?ltonoe was too high. It is definitely known
that the capacitance was correct for this tube. The result
cannot be explained, but o possible variation in proces-
sing tliG tube nay liave caused its unusual beliavior.
The implications to be dra^vn frora the efficiency curves
of Figures \^ to X are many and varied. It raust be re-
rrier.'ibered that tliey were constructed for the specific pur-
pose of facilitating quantitative analysis. Sufficient in-
formation is Included with the curves to enable the reader
to nako a stud^r suitable to hi a needs. The study presented
for the 3,4 set is offered as a [^uide to thought. This
sane study can be applied to set 5,5 in P'if^ures VIII to X,
All of the discussion that was conducted for the 3,4 set
applies v/ith equal force to the 5.5 set wh.ose diameter
is greater than that of the 3,4 sot. In fact, trends that
were presented in the 3,4 set are iiore pronouricod for this
increased dianeter. In passin:-, it nust be noted that the
capacitance range for the 5,5 set of Figure X was computed
on a proportionality basis involving the squares of the
inside dianietars, tlie base being tube 3,4-2 at 103,56 micro-
farads. The capacitance range of Figure IX is one-'nalf
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t/i2.t of Figure X. The capacitance ranro cf Pif-ure VIII
Is identical to that of riaire VI. Fi/uiros VIII and IX
were plotted for a specific pui>poso vvhicli v/ill appear later
in the discussion.
Before leaving the subject of efficiency curves it
is neoQsatiirj to explain tlie results obtained In tiie 4,6
set. The efficiency curves for this set ere plotted In
Figure VII. i7hile these curves indicate tlie general trends
previously discussed, the data did not indicate t>ie regu-
larity which was so helpful in tube sets 3,4 and 5.5.
Consequently, it was decided to concentrate effort on analy-
sis of sets 3.4 and 5.5, The effect of diaiieter was nore
pronounced for those setn. After perfonnin;:^ the analysis
tube set 4,0 was invosti^m led in lij'-'it of the derived
forrriula. i'iandan efficiency points were used for each tube
of the 4,'i set. The efficiency and voltare was tabulated
for tlie so points. ITsin^ equations (4), (5), and (G), observed
efficiency, tube lenf^th, diametor, and capacitance a cal-
culated value of volta'-e was ol.'tained for eacli observed
efficiency. An efficiency was then obtained from. Figure
VII usin^ these caltsulated values of voltage. These
efficiencies wore finally compared witli experi-'iental ef-
ficiencies and the error tabulated. Table V shows the
results of this work. It may be noted that tlie maxinum
error involved is 0,2^. Vvliile the data of Figure VII ap-
pears to be un^ianagable , it must bo caphasized that t}ie




Approxinate Formulae Applied to Tube Set !Io. 4.f-
^ Percent Error
^ L V V calc. for V calc. in r,
31.4 3.07 500 494 31.4
40.0 fi 900 040 39.3 -1.75
35. G ft G50 657 35.6
30.1 4.0G 600 534 ... ...
35.0 It 750 747 35.0
40.9 ft 1050 1003 39.8 -2.7
55.8 5.09 C:50 G97 37.2 3.9
40,3 ti 1050 1205 43.6 b.2
45.6 II 1300 1354 46.1 1.1
36.0 G.20 1000 1033 37.0 2.78
40.0 II 1200 1234 40.75 1.9
45.0 n 1550 1403 44.5 -1.1
39.2 7.12 1200 1306 42.3 7.0
44.0 II 1400 1560 47.1 7.0
47.1 n 1550 1725 49.55 5.21
/7 , L and V - From data,
V (calc.) - Calculated xoltage usinf- approxl-^at©
formulae.
/7 for V calc. - Obtained from data, enterinc with
V(calc.) to nearest fifty volts.
Percent Error in /7 - based on ^ frora the data.
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A recommendation for further experimentation would be to
select a wider range of tube lengths end diameters.
The primary data used in subsequent analysis appears
in Figures V, VI, and X, Voltage w©s plotted from these
curves as a function of tube length along constant effi-
ciency lines. The constant efficiency lines were erected
in all cases below the maximum points of the tubes used.
Figures XI, XII, end XV show the results of this procedure
•
Both individual points and a fair curve are plotted. It
should be noted that if the efficiency curves were plotted
in their entirety, two values of voltsge would appear for
each tube at each efficiency except for one value at maxi-
mum efficiency. It can be seen that as the xaaxlmum effi-
ciency of a given tube is reached, the slope,oi^^V , ap-
proaches zero. This appears in the voltage versus length
curves as a departure from the straight line as t ube length
la reduced. Since two values of voltage can be obtained
from each complete efficiency curve, it is possible to
obtain two curves of voltage versus length. However, only
the ascending portion is plotted and used. The descend-
ing portion of the efficiency curve is of little import-
ance in this analysis. It should be noted also that as
the«fficlency line is Increased, short tubes begin to
disappear from the plot since they have reached a maxi-
mum value below the efficiency under consideration. This
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shows clearly that if a certain efricicncy is dosired
froM a tube of (^ivon dia^aoter, it may bo necessary to
use greater length both to obtain the desired efficiency
and to operate thie tube safely.
The upward swinr of the voltage versus length curve
at snail length will always occur as the riaxima of the
efficiency curves are approached. Tlie point v»iiere the
departure fron linearity occurs in the volte ,f^e versus
lenrth curves is offered tentatively as a limit for safe
operation of the flashtube. 'To calculations are offered
to define this point, nlthoup;h future work nay indicate
its feasibility,
Thiere arc no boundary conditions indicated on the
voltage versus length plots at the higli voltage end of the
straif^ht lines. There are indications in the 3.4 set ef-
ficiency curves that a IL^it does exist. However, t/iis
limit is not of inimediate concern since equip.ient and moasui'e-
ment lL-.iitations will prevent rapid and thorou^li analy-
sis of tiie hii'th volta£-e, high efficlericy region. It seeins
reasonable to assune a higli voltage, efficiency limit since
efficiency probt.hly will not increase indefinitely with >
length. This higli efficiency region will >)e of future in-
terest undoubtedly, and t}]is v/ork indicates the path to be
followed.
In deriving the equations presented in tiie results
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only the liPxear portions of the voltage versus len^-th
curves are used. In fact, these linear portions are
extrapolated to zero length with the full noallzation
that this approximation approaches reality only as the
efficiency level is reduced. If t}ic expressions rcsult-
inr' from this tliesis could be combined with anotrier ex-
pression defininj'; the lower lii7iit of each efficiency level,
the problem v/ould have a much finer solution.
To pursue the analysis, straight line equations were
written to exprosr. tlie voltage versus length curves in
their linear rojr.ion, which region is thought to be quite
extensive throUt3h the higher lengths. The result was a
series of equations which expressed tlie slopes of each
line and the intercept on tlie ordinate at zero length.
These equations ori^rlnally were written for Figures XI, XII,
and XV, These equations in thenselves wore not very illum-
inatinp;. However, it was discovered that if the oxperi-
nental nurnber expressing the slop^ m, of these lines were
plotted versus efficiency, a significant relationship be-
carae evident, Tlic series of expcrinental points appeared
to approxinate strairht lines all of which passed throu^:;}!
the origin. It was evident froni this plot, Fio;uro XVI,
that the CL nuriber v/as important since it was the only
variable that appeared to Influence the slope versus ef-




where k3 was a proportionality constant. By trial and
error this fom resolved itself iijto,
A?7 =: -M_ /7 (9)1
This fomi expresses the slopes of the voltage versus lenfith
curves very satisfactori,ly indeed. An inspection of Fij-^ures
XI througj-i XV shows tl^at the discrepancies 'between the cal-
culated slopes and the experimental slopes are less than
the errors involved in experimental ncasurenent. It was
at this point that the Inportanco of yCL was roticcd, riiis
explains its use on each 'of the graphs ac a descriptive
nir^tber instead of CI., It nay be felt tliat the e.foc^ ^^
tube diameter has not been adequately treated in this deri-
vation. Tiiis saiae idea occurred to tlie authors durinc the
derivation of the slope expression. It was decided to test
for dianeter effects by flashing; tube sets 3,4 and 5,5 with
different CL, capacitance - length nimibers, Fipures YIII,
IX, XIII, and XIV show the results of tjiis work. The con-
clusion was that the CL nmriber and not the diameter clearly
expressed tlio slope concept. An examination of Pijnares
XII and XIII p where the CL nimbera are essentially the same
but diai-ieters are different, reveals the fact that tlie
slopes are also essentially the name.
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The analysis to this point had been so direct nnd 11-
l^jninatinr. that t}^a authors held hirh hopes for 'a simple
and revealinr: expos* of the cr)riplote exproF.sion, Consequent-
ly, metb.ods similar to those used in e xpressin,'^ t/ie slope
were used in analyzing' tl^e intercept nurnbors. It bece.ne
Increasinrly evident tl-'at a nlrnple expression for trie
intercept, b, eld not exist, Pi,;;\jre XVII d}\ov/s ezpcri-
nental points and fairod ci^Tves for intercept versus ef-
ficiency. The points plotted are only representative ones
and are by no raeans all of the obtainable points. An exari-
ination of Figure XVII shows a rather wide dispersion of
points. It sbiould be reneTnbei*ed tixat these points are not
obtainable through experimentation. They represent the
voltarte that exists at zero length for the voltere versus
len,7th curves. It is inevitable that t}ie plotted points
be widely dispersed since nany approximations and assunp-
tions arc necesrary in order to obtain then. An attempt
v/as made to express tJie fair curves in the follovd. n"' terns;
A - /r /^
"^
(10)
vvliere x is an unimown exponent. The curves could be ex-
pressed by this rela+ion only for very hirl: values of x.
In fact, X seemed to a pproxiraate y^^lj- for botli the 3.4 and
5.5 sets. This large exponent yielded a niinber so rreet
X
for /? that tlie practical use of t;ie expression was

so
prohibited. i>urin- tliis analysis, :/ e efrect of l/cL
v/as investigated. Points for each tube dianetcr regard-
less of yCI^ tended to plot on the saT-ic curve. The un-
reliability of the data consequently r.ade it necessary to
easiune thatyCL ?iad no practical effect, Tb.eso reasons
indicated that an overall approximation would be the only
means by which an analytical expression for b could be ob-
tained. The only clearly discernible parameter for the
plotted points was tube diameter. Consequently, tube dia-
meter formed the basis for tb.e approximation. Two straifht
lines ';;'ere ar.sumed for th.c curve of each tv.he set, 7:-:e four
resultin" straight lines were subsequcntl"- ad lusted to b-ear
expressible relationships ainon" tlic.-.selves ar.cl to epproxi-
-^late the data wilii reasonable accuracy. T'ne derivation of
tlie expressions for b is illustrated in Appendix B , and the
expressions are also stated in Firure XVII, The {3reatest
criticism that can be made of these expressions is that they
fail to express tlie intercept adequately at very hicli efficien-
cies. The intercept tor.ds to bec;)ne asyriptotic t3 a con-
stant efficiency line. This constant efficiency asymptote
is not the sane for tubes of different dicmoters.
If this expression for b is examined a?; a part of
the total equation its errors are found not to bo pro-
hibitively larf3e. Both experimental snc calculated values
are indicated in Figures XI tb.rou.rli XV. Tl-.o calc^.lated
values are expressed by equations (4), (Tj), and (G), and
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It nay be seoi; that tlio Lliiference between Ihc anal7tical
e:?cpressions and tlie experLnental curve rarely exceeds 3^,
The above discussion conpletes tlio work involvod in
obtaining an expression for tube belxavior within the res-
trictions of this thesis. As indicated in the sectloii
devoted to results t}iere were observed effect? whlcli ninht
be termed "incidental" but which nay hold {greater slfaiifi-
cance for future experimenters than the analytic expression.
The subject of crezinn is inportnnt. Any analysis Is ex-
tremely difficult since crazing can first occur at only
one point for a criven tube. After that point has been
reached, it is possible to evaluate the de'-^ree of crazing
only in a qualitative nanner.
It v;as found that crazinr r?;oricrally occurred beyond
the peak of the efficiency curve re^f^ardless of f'le vol tare
or capacitance applied. At lov» values of capacitance
the efficiency curves are quite flat. Consequently, it is
difficult to define tlie naxinurn point exactly. The Ideas
concernin;: crazin£^ should tiierefore be tested in the low
capacitance region before the ideas a^^c accepted completely.
Since an investlrration of crazinp, was an incidental part
of this thesis, all tr,bes were crazed before this experi-
ment could be conducted. It If, 1-cnown t>iet the number of
fles^ies and the flasli rate during a tube's life is definitely
limited. The enemy level at v/hich the tube Is flashed
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enters into tube life also. The qiiantity whicli lias been
of greatest interest Irias been the efficiency and energy
level at v/liich crazlnr: first appears. ConsoqiJently, the
question of tube life Goes not enter tlie problem directly.
The flashtubes used in the experimental wor': v^ere not
tested for total life. "hey have all been crazed to a
certain extent, and all tubes h.ave been flaslied at learnt
two-hundred tl'-^e s but not More tlian four-hundred tines.
T'p.erG appeal's to be no correlation betweer^ nuriber of flashes
and decree of crazing in ttilo experiment.
Contamination of flashtube ^as is a subject wliich is
difficult to study in any but a qiialltative manner. T?ie
observed effects in the experiir.ental work are stated in
Results . There is little more that can be added to what
has already been stated.
Many experinenters believe that tixe current density
in the flashtube durinr the discharge holds the solution
to flashtube operation. Nothing: in this thesis tends to
disprove this idea. Casual observations were na de to dis-
cover Y/hother or not the discharge filled the entire flash-
tube. No departure fro-n a full flash v/as observed, al-
though it was noticed t'lat tlae disch.ari?;e extended only be-
tween tliG tips of the electrodes. Tlie flash boundary was
clear cut, and it existed as a plane perpendicular to the
axis of the flashtube at t':c electrode tip.
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Tl-^ore are many opportunities Tor rurt.-Gr researc)!
in flaslitube operation, and t';e autl.ors believe f.iat
muc>i valuable Infoi'ruition can b f-ained fron it. Ideas
are presented in Rocor/i: cnda lions v/liich represent t'e var-
ious courses that the autliors tlilnlc could i^^ivo further
infor;nation. If ti.-ae had permitted, many of tb.ese ideas




1. The derived expressions define flashtube behavior





2. The expression for slope of the voltage versus
length curves defines this quantity accurately; the ex-
pression for the intercept of the voltage versus length
curves is an approximation to the actual intercept be-
havior.
3. No simple proportionality concept exists between
voltage end length and input energy and tube volume.
The product LC, length In inches end capacitance in ml-
crofareds, is Important in defining flashtube operation.

4. If LC is held constant for a 36: of tube
constant diameter, the maximum attainable erric^oiiv.j< in-
creases with Increase in length, but the volta^^e for
maximum efficiency must also Increase with length.
5. If diaraeter is increased, higher efficiencies
are attainable for a ^ivan tube length.
6. The boundary for safe operation of a fleshtube
can be established as that point at which the voltage
versus length curve departs from a straight line.
7. Crazing of flashtubes generally occurs beyond
maximum efficiency regardless of voltage and capacitance
applied,
8. Crazing does not affect tube operation apparently
until its severity causes a filtering action of light
output. Contamination through crazing was not observed.
9. Contamination of tube gas apparently affects only




1, The solution to the problem of f loshtu\ e operation
as presented in this thesis applies only to whpt is termed
a precticai operating range, A more general solution
might be possible if the equation for the coaiplete effi-
ciency curve could be written. The authors believe that
this could be done within the limits of this thesis, -.lore
information is needed in the region beyond maximuin effi-
ciency. Tubes should be constructed of quartz to minimize
damage in this region. The proposition concerning effi-
ciency curve symmetry could also be fully explored,
2, A greater range of tube dimensions should be used
with larger gradations between units in order to prevent
obliteration of significant factors through small errors,
3, The ratio of length to diameter should possess
some significance since It is a number which defines geo-
metric similitude. Future investigation might prove this
number to be a valuable parameter.
4, An investigation snould be made of tlio possibility
of defining the point at which the voltage versus length
curve departs from a straight line. This probably will
entail work outlined in the first recommendation,
5, Data should be accumulated systematically to veri-
fy the ideas presented in regard to crazing,
6, A more det?iled study should be made of the inter-
cept, b. In BYi attompt to write its t expression.
J
b7
7. Ges pressure may very well be a key variable.
Studies should be mede aaiong flashtubes with different
ges pressures.
3. 'Hhlle it seems doubtful that the type of gas
would enter the problem as a simple verieble, experi-
mental results can be useful only if they are generally
applicable. This study probably would serve as the im-
portant link betv/een experimental results and theoreti-
cal concepts.
9. A study of flashtube configurations and reflect-
ors is somewhat beyond the theme of this work. A tho-
rough investigation, however, should prove of inesti-
mable value.
10. Studies should be made of the volt-ampere charac-
teristics of flashtubes of different designs.
11. An investigation of spectral variations in flash-
tubes could logically be conducted In conjunction with








The light Integretlng meter used hss two filter
or dispersing discs end s polaroid ettenuetor before the
photocell on the Input side. With an attenuator setting
of 1, and both discs in place, the raeter is factory cal-
ibrated to indicate lumen seconds per squsre foot. To
obtain consistent results, several laodificatlons in meter
operation were found necessary.
To obtain the sensitivity required one of the
filter discs was removed to allow sufficient light to
enjjer the meter to give a meter reading high enough on
the scale for satisfactory accuracy. This did not de-
tract from the linearity of the meter to any noticeable
extent as indicated in the table later in this section.
Since sufficient evidence was found in prelimi-
nary runs to throv/ suspicion on the linearity of the
meter et different attenuator settings, it was decided
to adjust distance rather then attenuetor sotting to
give the ranges desired. Therefore a wooden bench wes
constructed with a fixed meter platform and a moveable
carriage for the tube mount. On this bench scale factors
were scribed as indicated below.
A standard was established, using the meter with
both discs and an attenuator setting of 1, at a distance
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of 2 feet. (An attenuator setting of 1 was malntelned
throughout the reaearch, ) The tube selected for the
standard was an FT-214 raarKed "Stander':^ ..» 5". /-t this
setting, light output wes equal to the product of the
meter resdin^^ and distance squpred, or meter reading
tlraes four.
With one disc rCinoved, distance was adjusted un-
til the readings obtained with both discs in were du-
plicated at corresponding veluea of cspacitance end volt-
age. At this distance a line was scribed on the bench,
and a factor of 4 indicated. Table VI shows the results


















C = 84,8 microfarads
4t Distance = 2 feet
r-}?- Distance = 4 feet 4-3/8 inches
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The percent devietion shown Is within the com-
bined possible error of meter and repetitive ebility
of the tube, esch being quoted es wltLln 5^.
In 8 similor manner distances were established
and lines scribed for fr.ctors of 1, 2 and 8. This wea
carefully done with a result that the date obtained
shows no radical bumps or jumps at points v/here changes
in scale were effected.
It should here be noted, as a word of v/arning
resulting from sad experience, that pains must be taken
to keep the filter discs clean at ell times, washing
them either with warm water or alcohol. Much data,
painstakingly acquired, hed to be discarded by the au-
thors before a policy was established of washing the
discs prior to each day's v/ork.
It also should again be stated that although
the meter was factory calibrated to reed directly in
lumen seconds per square foot, there is no proof that
it still does so. Therefore values of efficiency are
given relstive to a standard as indicated rather than
as absolute quantities.
2, Power Source
The power source used is an experimental console
employed extensively In the Stroboscopic Laboratory. It





capacitance of 0.97 to 129 tnlcrofarrids, and has external
taps through which more cepacitnnce may be iiitroduced.
As aho'^i in Figure IV, cepecitance is selected
by setting each of tho three dials to values obtained
from, a chart. Fpch disl has three capacitor settinc^s
as well as two '^off" positions. The equipment itself
has an inherent cspficitance of 0.97 microfarads. By
means of a capacitance bridge, readings were taken at
each dial position, end deviation from tabulated values
was found to be inuch less than 1%» Therefore tabulated
values were used. Rechecks were made at regular in-
tervals to ensure there was no change in capacitance
values.
Since tiie voltmeter mounted on the cabinet is a
2% meter with p range of 6,000 volts, and is difficult
to read accurately at relatively lov; voltages, v.'eston
riiultirari[r.e voltmeter designated 468.3915 was ri:£;.^^ed with
external multipliers (-> 1% wire wound resistors) to give
ranges of 0-1500 and 0-5,000 volts. The latter is a
1/2 % meter. Both it and the cabinet meter were checked
against electrostatic voltmeter M1209S, which had re-
cently been repaired and calibrated, and errors were
found to be well vi/ithin experimental limits. In taking
date, since the external center tap of the source was
found to have been accurately placed, measuremenbs ware
taken across half the source allowing the 0-1500 volt
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range to be used exclusively.
3, Tube iv!enuf pcture
Tubes used in this research were shaped by the
glass blowers in lengths as directed, normel tolerance
being 0.125 Inches. All tubes of one die.aeter were
made from a coi-imon length of pyrex tubing except !
extra tubes v/ere ordered. In the latter case, cere wras
taken to match dlaiaeters, but wall thickness could not
be maintainod precisely the seme.
The tubes received were then processed by the
authors following the steps listed in sequence. This
processing was conducted using the equipment located
In the Stroboscoplc Laboratory. The steps are as fol-
lows :
a. Mount the tubes on the pumping system and
evacuate them as completely as possible.
b. ...eat with a gas flame until the character-
istic sodiujTi glow appears, in order to drive out
the impurities in the glass.
c. Continue evacuating the system.
d. Isolate the tubes from the pump and intro-
duce xenon into the tubes et a pressure of 1-1/2
cm . hg
.
e. Apply a voltage, to eech electrode in turn,
sufficiently high to make the electrode attain a




f. "Strobe'* the tubes to finisii driving off
Impurities,
g. Again apply e vacuuir. to the syst era hj inepns
of the pump, and evecuate the tubes p.s co^npletely
as possible.
h. Isolate the tubes frora the punip and introduce
xenon into the tubes at s pressure of 15 cm.hg,
i. Seal off tho tubes p,nd remove from the sys-
tem.
j, Wind the starting bsnds on the tubes. (The
starting band consists of turns of light wire
wound ©round the tube slon^ the length between
electrodes, -^n this cpse, turn spacing wes from
3/8 to 1/2 inch for all the tubes used).
4. Preliminary Methods end /nalysis
From the data obtained, efficiency wes celculetsd
and ciorves of efficiency vs. voltage plot Led. V/ith this
infor.nation, curves of efficiency vs. length were plotted
for voltpge gradients from 200 volts/inch to 550 VDlts/inch.
Figure XVIII shows a set of these curves for tubes of
0.217 inch diameter. It wes found that these curves
formed straight lines in the so-cslled useable portion,
and an increasing slope with increesing voltpge gradient.
RoT/ever there appeared boimdpry conditions which serious-
ly limited the possibility of writing an analytic expres-
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aion. As voltege gradient or energy level increased,
the efficiency curves for the smaller tubes reeched a
maximum and then fell off. This occurred also for the
larger tubes when energy level or voltage grodlent wps
excessive.
In conjunction with the above, another family of
carves was plotted to further the analysis end to veri-
fy data with the idea that the length to diemeter retio
might be a more important value than either of these
alone. Furthermore, it was felt that information could
be obtained betv/e«n sets having different diameters.
Consequently, plots were made of length/diameter vs. ef-
ficiency--3ee Figure XIX for sample plot—maintaining
voltage gradient constant, end using data from the
faired curves of efficiency vs. length. On these plots
the points for tubes of a given length were connected
by a fair curve. Here a quantitative analysis appeared
to be difficult if not impossible. However, this work"
was not in vain, providing two measures of assistance.
In conjunction with the previous plots, good date wes
corroborated, end faulty data (erratic behavior of tubes)
was exposed. Furthermore, they served to increase que
—
litative understanding of fundamental behavior.
At this point curves of voltage vs. length with
efficiency held constant were plotted, and the analysis.
4
oo
as described in the main "body of the thesis, ensued.
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original data and c^.lgulatic'ns
All origlnel deta has been' filed with Professor
K» K. Ed^erton in the Stroboscoplc Laborstory.
Calculations involved in this research are few
and simple,
(1) Method of choosing ..values of capacitance:-
2
2 -2
C = ^ ttO'^ I
A, 2 I K, t Kt A'^F (.0'^i,T^r<t r:>
,*, for a j^iven set of tubes of constant dieneter
L
,*. for e given set of tubes of constant length
c ^ ^
c ^ d'
(2) Ivlethod of determining slope "m";-




ri vs. efficienc--, PI
It was detemlnod Uist
/n ^ /<
' VcTT
(3) Method of deterraining intercept "b":-
In a manner si.nilar to that in part (2), above,
straight line approximations were made for the
intercept, as sunning that
b= H^ f(^, D)
It WPS found necessary to us© two strsii^ht lines
for eech diameter to minimize the attendant
error. For low values of efficiency
For ler.^er vfiluss of efficiency
t = 22^ In- -§^]
To find tiie breax-: or transition point it was
only necessary to solve for efficiency at the
intersection of tne two lines
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